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HIGH POWER CYLINDRICAL LENSES. 
BY MR. H. L. TAYLOR. 
Read O I L .  Uecetiibet. 19th, 2907. 
THE question raised b ~ -  Mr. Clialiiiers* may be 
looked a t  froiii a different standpoint with, per- 
haps, certain advantages. By falaking i n  turn 
each meridian of the eye m-hich corresponds to 
the tTyo principal iiieridiaiis of a sph. cyl, lens 
(those of highest and lowest refraction), we may 
consider the refraction as merely spherical for 
tha t  meridian. 
The f ar-point of an eye, emmetropic, hyper- 
opic, or myopic, as the case limy be, and the 
retina of that  eye are  conjugate foci. I n  eiiiiiie- 
tropia the  one focus is a t  00, in  inyopia it is be- 
tween the eye and infinity, and in  hyperopia it 
is beyond 03 (%.e., it is a t  the back of the eye), 
and the greater the hyperopia the nearer is it 
to  the eye. Any lens which, in  a certain posi- 
tion before the eye, corrects the. defect for dis- 
t an t  vision, will have its principal focal point 
coinciding with the far-point of the eye, so that  
the distance from the lens to that  far-point is 
the focal length of the lens. Now, assunling 
tha t  the object Triemed and the lens are movable 
we can bring them into such a position that the 
lens shall be midway betn-een object and image 
(between the conjugate foci), and in  this posi- 
tion it mill be the mealrest lens possible for the 
fixed positions of the conjugate foci, the dis- 
tance from each to  the lens being twice the focal 
length. 
Any movement of the lens will necessitate an 
increase i n  its power, to still retain the fixed 
positions of the conjugate foci, and this ac- 
counts, on the one hand, for the increase (shown 
* Chalixers, S. D., Transactions, 1906-7. 
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in  the table) for tlie equivalent lens a t  the cor- 
nea, for, clearly, so long as tlie distance from 
lens to object is more than twice its focal length, 
nioving the lens increases its power, but, on the 
other hand, when this distance is less than twice 
its focal length, it diminishes the power. An 
inspectioil of the table shoolvs that with the object 
a t  250 iiinis., the change conies with + lenses, 
between 7 D. and 8 D., i n  nccordince with the 
above, but in  - lenses the distance between 
object and lens is always, algebmical2y, less than 
twice the focal length, so that  moving a - lens 
results in  less po\\-er for all distances of the 
object. 
In actual practice the added cylindricity 
shown i n  Mr. Clialmers' calculations is gener- 
ally partially, and frequently completely, neu- 
tralised by the position of the lenses, or else by 
some adaptation by the wearer. Where a cor- 
rection i s  worn constantly, and objects a t  a 
reading or  working distance are viewed by eyes 
in or about the primary position, there is only 
the effect of convergence of the visual axes to 
consider. I n  the particular case of 250 ninis. 
distance the visual lines are angled to tlie nor- 
mal t o  the lenses iiierely about 6" or 7", with 
ordinary interpupillary distances. 
When, however, the eyes are depressed for 
near work, i n  addition to the convergence there 
will be a very considerable angle formed be- 
tween the visual axis of the eye and the nornial 
to the lens, froin 10' to even 30", according to 
the stature, bearing, or habit, of the vearer. 
When a special '' reading " correction is used tlie 
lenses are usually angled before the eyes, but the 
usual loo, or so, of angling, is quite insufficient 
in many cases, and the visual axes are still 
angled to the normal loo to 20°. 
Bull, Green, and others, have tabulated thc 
equivalence (in the same position) of angling 
sph. and cy1. lenses in front of the eye. We 
may, with small error, mnsider tha t  for every 
1 D. of a spherical lens angled 20' a lens of 1.04 
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D. sph. z .14 D. cyl., results. With a cylinder 
angling in the direction of the axis has no effect, 
but angling across the asis gives greater changes 
than the spherical; for every 1 D. of the cyl. an 
angling of 20” gives 1.18 D., while 10” gives 
1.04 D. In  fact, the change in  the cyl. power 
with such angling is approsimately as great as 
the change in  the s p 7 ~  power only of a sph. lens 
angled twice as much. 
Angling a lens increases its power so that the 
added cylindricity is always such tha t  its axis 
is a t  right angles to the meridian of the tilting, 
that  is, it coincides with the axis of rotation. 
Considering cases where the correction of a 
defect is “with the rule” it is clear that  with 
+lenses the n-hole or part  of the cylindricity of 
the tilting forms v i t h  part ,  or the  hole, of the 
added cylindricity, due to nearness of the 
object, a spherical lens with some cylindricity 
remaining. Thus, i n  the example of a + 4 D. 
sph. + 3 D. cyl. a t  15 ninis. from the eye, we 
should find that  a t i l t  of 15’ mould leave the 
cylindrical power practically unaff ected, while 
+ .5 D. is added to the sphericity, and this pos- 
sibly explains mhj- astigmats hyperopic with the 
rule, do not, i f  the distance correction is worn, 
appear to be presbyopic so soon as they should. 
With the same defect, “against  the rule,” the 
Cylindrical element is increased very much by 
the tilting, and only lessened to a very small 
extent by the effect of convergence, a result prob- 
ably explaining the trouble often experienced 
by wearers of lenses for this defect. 
Astigmatic inj-opes “with the rule ” will bene- 
fit by the tilting of the visual axis, because the 
added cylindricity viill counteract the lessening 
power caused by nearness of the object, but 
where it is against the rule the result will be 
a considerable variation from what is required. 
I do not quite see how the effects of distance 
influence astigmatic accommodation, because 
this function, or a simulation, caused in  what- 
ever way it may be, is supposed to be exercised 
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by the uncorrected eye in  distant as well as in  
near vision. A simple + sph., for distance, 
given instead of a + sph. cyl., would cause an 
increase of the function for near work by the 
obliquity of the visual axis to the lens, provided 
the defect is w i t h  the rule, but mould neutralise 
it i f  against the rule, but, presuming tha t  the 
lenses supplied are correct for distant vision, 
some adaptation or compensatory accommodn- 
tion is absolutely necessary for them to give the 
sallie visual acuity for near work i n  the same 
plane of vision-a condition which is not fre- 
quently found, and so fa r  as I am aware there 
are  no facts to  support the idea of an adapta- 
tion of the crystalline lens for this particular 
condition. 
There are' other factors which inay influence 
the effect of the change in  power of lenses when 
near objects are viewed, notably in  reading, 
because vertical lines, which are so predomin- 
an t  in  distant objects, become of less value in 
reading printed type. The subject is a large 
one, because the effects vary with the nature of 
the defect, the position of the faulty meridians, 
the form of the lenses used, and the habits of 
the wearer. 
